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for those of you that have a gear vr or google cardboard, you can download and use riftcat vridge
snapchat videos. riftcat vridge will replace the oculus rift/vive headset in your gear vr or google
cardboard by sending your controller to the headset, so that you can still have the best gaming

experience. in addition to it, riftcat vridge lets you add custom animations so that you can have an
immotionar experience: e.g. a zombie eating your head and then your brain with a new one. one of
the best things about riftcat vridge is that it does not require any installation, which is useful when

you are playing games in other languages other than english. open steamvr, add riftcat vridge to the
list of applications, go to riftcat vridge on your gear vr or your mobile device and you are ready to
play the game you are craving with the vr headsets that you own. let us make it clear in a simple
way: riftcat vridge helps you to play any steamvr game on your gear vr/mobile vr headset without
having to own that headset. this is such an amazing feature and it is something that you should try
with your own headset. suggested read: the best vr software for 2017 in our opinion, please! the

best vr software for 2017 in our opinion, please! the best vr software for 2017 in our opinion, please!
the best vr software for 2017 in our opinion, please! the best vr software for 2017 in our opinion,

please!
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